
PART FOUR

Movement and Lethal Politics
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During the great strike led by Solidarity at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdánsk, Poland (August 
1980), a priest blesses one of the strikers. (Photo by Keystone/Getty Images).
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CHAP TER 7

Social Movements

Not all episodes of contention constitute social movements, and not all 
movements endure. Remember the definition of the social movement 

from chapter 1: a sustained campaign of claim making, using repeated 
performances that advertise the claim, based on organizations, networks, 
traditions, and solidarities that sustain these activities. The first episode 
we examine in this chapter—Poland in 1956—shows that contention can 
be widespread and threatening to its regime but fail to survive repression 
and disorganization. The second episode—Poland’s Solidarity in 1980—
provides a key by introducing the crucial distinction between social move-
ment bases and social movement campaigns. The shape of institutions 
and regimes always affects movements. Our third episode shows how the 
American women’s movement interacted with American institutions. We 
close the chapter with observations on what happens to social movements 
after their major campaigns end.

POLAND’S 1956

The year 1956 was a bad one for the Soviet empire that had run East- 
Central Europe since the end of World War II. In 1953, Soviet leader Josef 
Stalin died. The disappearance of the longtime dictator of the USSR left a 
void that was filled by an unstable “troika” of Communist Party bosses. 
Nikita Khrushchev was one of them. When Khrushchev emerged at the 
top of the heap, he tried to consolidate his power by attacking Stalinism. 
In a dramatic “secret speech” to the delegates of the Twentieth Communist 
Party Congress, Khrushchev enumerated Stalin’s crimes. To underscore 
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[ 146 ] Contentious Politics

how different his own rule would be, Khrushchev called for more plural-
ism within the party and the Soviet bloc.

Announcing Stalin’s crimes at a meeting attended by non-Soviet Com-
munist elites was actually a strategy of upward scale shift. If it percolated 
through the international Communist movement, it would be harder for 
Khrushchev’s Stalinist enemies in the USSR to suppress. Member parties’ 
reactions ranged widely. They ran from rejection in China and uneasy 
quiet in France, to the embrace of pluralism in Italy, and to an outright 
revolt in Hungary. More than that, the speech divided many Communist 
parties internally. That helped to open new and wider opportunities for 
dissent among the weak and divided oppositions in East-Central Europe, 
just as it threatened the authoritarian traditions of the ruling parties of 
these countries.

This combination of opportunity and threat promoted explosions of 
contentious episodes across the Soviet bloc’s restive populations. The 
tragic Hungarian revolution of 1956 attracted the most attention in the 
West. Hungary was the most “liberal” Communist state in Eastern Europe, 
and its reform Communists used Khrushchev’s secret speech as an oppor-
tunity to move gingerly toward a more pluralistic system of government. 
Even this action was too much for the Soviet Union, which brought tanks 
into the center of Budapest and smothered the sparks of reform.

Khrushchev’s secret speech exacerbated existing internal conflicts 
between reformers and Stalinists in the Polish Communist Party, the 
PZPR. Disunity deepened when the relatively liberal Warsaw Party 
Committee circulated the speech both in Poland and in the West (Osa 
2003b: 29). With Stalinists in the leadership thrown off balance, re-
formers seized the advantage to increase the powers of parliament, re-
place Stalinist officials, and rehabilitate reform Communist Wladislaw 
Gomulka. Gomulka soon emerged as party secretary. Divisions within 
the Bloc and the PZPR led to an opening for dissident groups—a classi-
cal case of the opening of political opportunities. “In short,” concludes 
Maryjane Osa (2003b), “de-Stalinization in Poland created an opening 
for political mobilization” (29–30).

Contention broke out locally in June. A group of workers from the 
Cygielski factory in Poznan sent a delegation to Warsaw to complain about 
their working conditions. When the delegation received a runaround in 
Warsaw and police detained them on their return, angry coworkers organ-
ized a march to Poznan’s city center. As other workers, students, and local 
citizens joined them, clashes with authorities ensued. When some of the 
demonstrators stole arms and stormed party headquarters, the party re-
sponded by sending in the troops. But Poland’s protest episode in 1956 
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S O C I A L M OV E M E N T S [ 147 ]

had no more success than Hungary’s revolt. Faced by repression and lack-
ing a solid basis in society, it rose and fell rapidly. Though it raised the 
hopes of opponents of Communism in Poland and beyond, it lacked the 
bases for a sustained social movement.

Osa’s study of oppositional networks in Poland supports this conclu-
sion. In the period just before 1956, she could identify only three organi-
zations with a significant presence in what she calls “the oppositional 
domain” (2003b: 45–47). Encouraged by Khrushchev’s call for pluralism 
and by the divisions in the PZPR, Catholics, intellectuals, radical youth, 
and secular left-wing reformers in 1956 began to organize. The events of 
1956–1957 expanded the domain of independent Polish groups fivefold, 
both increasing the number of active organizations and creating new 
links among them. But in the conditions of Cold War Poland, such a 
dense network of organizations couldn’t endure, and demobilization 
soon set in.

In response to the flowering of oppositional groups in 1956–1957, 
Communist authorities employed a combination of repression and reform: 
repression of the Poznan workers and reform inside the party (Osa 2003b: 
38–39). By 1960, Poles had returned to the state of surly but largely silent 
dissent characteristic of the pre-1956 period (Osa 2003b: 55). As one wit 
put it, “We pretend to work and they pretend to pay us.” By the late 1950s, 
most of the organizations created in the wake of the 1956 events had dis-
appeared from Osa’s network maps. No sustained social movement formed 
in response to the events of 1956.

SOCIAL MOVEMENT BASES AND SOCIAL MOVEMENT CAMPAIGNS

Why begin a chapter on social movements by recalling a protest wave that 
failed to create a sustained movement? The story of Poland’s response to 
Khrushchev’s “secret speech” tells us a number of things.

First, it shows that in authoritarian regimes, social movements are 
hard to construct, even when contention is widespread. This would change 
as the regime weakened and new bases for contention appeared.

It also shows how, even in authoritarian regimes, political opportuni-
ties grow out of the interaction between contentious and institutional 
politics. Conflicts and reforms within the ruling party triggered both con-
tention and new forms of organization, which in turn led to grudging 
reform within the regime and repression against its enemies.

Third, despite its particular properties, Poland in 1956 demon-
strates many of the mechanisms of mobilization and demobilization 
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[ 148 ] Contentious Politics

we saw working in chapter 5: response to the opening of opportunities, 
innovation with different performances, radicalization in the course of 
the mobilization, and the repression of challengers. But this combina-
tion of mechanisms was not sufficient to produce a social movement.

Why not? In this chapter, we return to a distinction introduced in chap-
ter 1 that will help us to understand the dynamics of social movements 
both in Poland and wherever they occur: the distinction between a social 
movement base and a social movement campaign.

t� "�social movement base consists of movement organizations, networks, 
participants, and the accumulated cultural artifacts, memories, and 
traditions that contribute to social movement campaigns.

t� "�social movement campaign is a sustained challenge to power holders, in 
the name of a population living under the jurisdiction of those power 
holders, by means of concerted public displays of worthiness, unity, 
numbers, and commitment, using such means as public meetings, dem-
onstrations, petitions, and press releases.

t� 1PMBOE� JO������SFWFBMFE�B� DPVSBHFPVT�DBNQBJHO�BHBJOTU� TUBUF� TPDJBM-
ism, but there was very little basis on which to construct an enduring 
social movement.

Some scholars use the term social movement to cover most or all of the 
overlap between contention and collective action, whether it happens in 
politics or some other arena. In popular usage, it often describes all major 
changes in society and culture, including scientific, intellectual, and cul-
tural movements (Frickel and Gross 2005). But for purposes of explana-
tion, expansion of the term social movements to embrace most or all of 
contentious politics has three serious drawbacks.

First, such broad definitions make systematic comparison across types 
of contention difficult. In order to describe and explain contentious poli-
tics adequately, we need to identify the special properties of revolutions, 
military coups, peasant revolts, industrial conflict, and social movements 
before discovering what they have in common.

Second, so broad a definition makes it difficult to examine transitions 
between different forms of contention. The conditions that lead an iso-
lated protest to become a social movement are impossible to determine if 
we raise the umbrella label “social movement” over both. Conversely, we 
can only understand the failure of contentious episodes like the prosti-
tutes’ protest we saw in the last chapter or the failure of the 1956 events 
in Poland to generate a sustained movement if we begin with clear bound-
aries around the concept of movements.
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S O C I A L M OV E M E N T S [ 149 ]

Third, such a broad definition obscures the difference between the 
bases on which contentious politics builds and the campaigns that launch 
those politics. While there is a general correlation between the existence 
of social movement bases and the strength and duration of a campaign, 
the transition from bases to campaigns is not automatic. It requires the 
triggering of the sorts of mechanisms and processes we have been pre-
senting in this book.

Remember the British antislavery campaign with which the book 
began? That campaign built on bases ranging from reformist religious 
groups—especially the Quakers—to the local newspapers that popular-
ized the cause, to manufacturing towns like Manchester, to influential 
elites and members of Parliament. But the abolitionists’ campaign de-
pended on Clarkson’s writing an essay on slavery, deciding to commit his 
life to its demise, and forging ties with the Quakers. It also depended on 
interactions among campaigners, their targets, and influential third 
parties.

While movement bases tell us when a social movement is possible, a 
movement campaign is claim making in motion. Our distinction between 
social movement bases and social movement campaigns helps us to sort 
out the organizations, networks, participants, and traditions that make 
up a social movement and constitute a movement campaign. It helps to 
understand why Poland’s struggles of 1980, unlike those of 1956, pro-
duced a successful social movement.

FROM POZNAN TO SOLIDARITY

In the summer of 1980, a strike broke out at the Lenin shipyard in the 
Baltic port of Gdansk. Like previous outbreaks, it began over largely eco-
nomic issues. Like other episodes, it escalated to a conflict over the right 
of the workers to form an independent union (Laba 1991). It also trig-
gered the familiar combination of repression and compromise that Polish 
authorities had used successfully since 1956 to stalemate, divide, and re-
press the workers. But, unlike these largely local events, it spread across 
the country rapidly, paralyzed the government temporarily, led to the rec-
ognition of a free trade union, and, ultimately, brought an end to state 
socialism in East-Central Europe.

The Solidarity strike of 1980 differed from previous Polish episodes of 
contention in four main ways. First, it enjoyed the certification of the coun-
try’s most authoritative institution, the Catholic Church. The strike’s lead-
ers built an explicit linkage between Poland’s national/Catholic heritage 
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[ 150 ] Contentious Politics

and the material demands of workers. Not only had the Polish pope, John 
Paul II, recently visited the country, but the organizers self-consciously 
merged Catholic symbols with claims for workers’ rights (Kubik 1994).

Second, rapid diffusion moved claim making outward from Gdansk, 
and a shift in scale upward to the national level occurred. The strike at the 
Lenin shipyard spread not only to other factories along the Baltic coast 
but also to industrial centers around the country and into Poland’s vast 
peasant population. In fact, when the shipyard workers voted to accept a 
management proposal, delegates on the interfactory committee from out-
side the factory convinced them to hold fast. The rapidity of diffusion and 
the organization of a solidarity base around the strike center in Gdansk 
rapidly lifted the scale of the conflict into a national struggle.

Third, repression was more contained in 1980 than in 1956. Polish au-
thorities offered the usual compromises and employed standard divide-
and-conquer tactics. But, much to the frustration of Poland’s “fraternal” 
allies in the Soviet Union, their Polish allies applied only limited repres-
sion. This happened in part because the strike paralyzed many different 
parts of Polish society at once—including parts of the state apparatus—
but also because of Poland’s growing ties with Western bankers. The gov-
ernment feared that sending tanks in to suppress the strikers would lead 
to the government’s loss of credits from the West.

Fourth, more than anything, Solidarity’s success resulted from expan-
sion of the oppositional domain—its social movement base—in the years 
after 1956. Since that episode, the oppositional domain had become 
denser, more diverse, and more centralized—with a few key “nodes” at 
the heart of a broader map of independent groups. These groups did not 
start the Gdansk strike or spread the strike to other industrial centers. 
Many of them, under the rubric of “building civil society,” explicitly 
denied the desire to attack the state (Ost 1990), which helped to protect 
them from repression. But in 1980, they were ready to swing into action 
in response to the strike, diffusing it, certifying it, and raising its scale to 
the national level. Figure 7.1, which reproduces Osa’s (2003a) findings, 
maps the extensive oppositional bases in Poland at the time of the Soli-
darity strike in 1980.

Do not attempt to memorize the groups in figure 7.1. Use the figure to 
see how dense the number of Polish oppositional groups and their connec-
tions had become by 1980, even in the stifling atmosphere of an authori-
tarian polity. Osa’s corresponding map from 1956, not shown here, dis-
plays much less density with many fewer connections. Her 1980 map 
reveals that when Solidarity emerged on the scene in 1980, it could con-
nect to a dense social base of groups and organizations.
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S O C I A L M OV E M E N T S [ 151 ]

Since the 1970s, many social scientists have recognized the importance 
of social networks in triggering collective action (Diani 1995, 2015; Diani 
and McAdam 2003). In settings as diverse as the 1848 revolution in Paris 
(Gould 1995), Republican and Communist China (Perry 1993; Zhao 1998), 
the Italian environmental movement (Diani 1995), post-1960s America 
(McAdam 1988, 1999), and the transnational climate change network 
(Hadden 2015: 201), networks have been shown to be the crucial building 
blocks of social movements. If the Solidarity strike in Gdansk triggered a 
national movement in 1980 and not in 1956, it was largely because, in the 
intervening years, a broad base of oppositional groups provided its leaders 
with a social movement base on which to build.

Note three specific factors that Osa’s figure reveals. First, by 1980, 
workers’ and farmers’ groups belonged to the oppositional base. This gave 

Figure 7.1:
Oppositional Networks in Poland, 1980
Source: Osa (2003a: 99).
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[ 152 ] Contentious Politics

the opposition a foothold in the productive trenches of Polish society and 
threatened the mainsprings of the Communist economy. Second, a civic 
group, KOR (the Worker’s Defense Committee), occupied a central posi-
tion in the base, with brokerage ties to other civic groups, workers, nation-
alists, and mainstream Catholics (Bernhard 1993). Third, in the years 
since 1956, and especially following the celebration of the Polish “Great 
Novena” in the 1960s (Osa 2003b: ch. 2), a dense base of Catholic organi-
zations had formed, which we see in the cluster on the right-hand side of 
figure 7.1. In heavily Catholic Poland, these groups helped to certify the 
opposition in many conservative sectors of Polish society.

The deep and broad social bases of the campaign that erupted in 1980 
became visible when the government declared martial law in 1981 and 
arrested Solidarity’s leaders. Unlike the situation after 1956, oppositional 
groups went underground but did not disappear. Even after the crack-
down, underground Solidarity activists were able to use the postal system 
to diffuse their messages. The opposition base continued to expand (Osa 
2003b: 163–165). By 1989, Solidarity was strong enough to mount a new 
wave of strikes and defeat the ruling party in a national election, bringing 
Poland into the post-Communist age.

Poland in the early 1980s produced a social movement campaign in 
which many of our familiar mechanisms and processes came together:

t� Social appropriation: Solidarity built on the country’s most legitimate 
and most powerful institution—the Catholic Church.

t� ɥF� PSHBOJ[FST� certified their campaign through identification with 
Catholic symbols and with the memory of the “martyrdom” of victims 
of past episodes of contention.

t� ɥFJS�NPWFNFOU�diffused and shifted upward in scale as other organiza-
tions that had grown up after the 1956–1957 defeat took up a local 
conflict on the Baltic coast.

But these mechanisms appeared in many episodes of contention exam-
ined earlier that did not qualify as social movements. What made Polish 
Solidarity’s a social movement campaign? Let us see how such campaigns 
work. The social movement is a particular historical form of contentious 
politics. As it developed in the West after about 1750, movements emerged 
from an innovative, consequential synthesis of three elements: cam-
paigns, forms of association and action, and public self-representations. 
Before we turn to an important contemporary exemplar of that form—
the new American women’s movement—let us specify what these terms 
mean and illustrate them from the case of Polish Solidarity.
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S O C I A L M OV E M E N T S [ 153 ]

MOVEMENT CAMPAIGNS

A campaign is a sustained, organized public effort making collective 
claims on targeted authorities. Unlike a one-time petition, declaration, or 
mass meeting, a campaign extends beyond any single event—although 
social movements often include petitions, declarations, and mass meet-
ings. A campaign always links at least three parties: a group of self- 
designated claimants, some object(s) of claims, and a public of some kind. 
The claims may target governmental officials, but the “authorities” in 
question can also include owners of property, religious functionaries, and 
others whose actions (or failures to act) significantly affect the welfare of 
many people.

Even if a few zealots commit themselves to the movement night and 
day, furthermore, the bulk of participants move back and forth between 
public claim making and other activities, including the day-to-day orga-
nizing that sustains a campaign. The attempt on the part of Solidarity to 
gain the right to an independent union for Polish workers was a cam-
paign, one that centered on the strike committee in Gdansk but coordi-
nated with strikes throughout the country, attempted to influence 
public opinion on the part of KOR and other groups, and employed the 
vast cultural force of the Catholic Church. We call that process social 
appropriation.

PUBLIC SELF-REPRESENTATION

Movement participants make concerted public representations of their 
worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitment on the part of themselves 
and/or their constituencies. For example:

t� Worthiness: sober demeanor; neat clothing; presence of clergy, dignitar-
ies, mothers with children or, alternatively, signs of militancy such as 
wearing army uniforms or carrying the tools of a trade

t� Unity: matching badges, headbands, banners, or costumes; marching in 
ranks; singing and chanting; symbols of solidarity such as a signature 
color

t� Numbers: head counts, signatures on petitions, messages from constit-
uents, filling the streets

t� Commitment: braving bad weather; visible participation by the old and 
people with disabilities; resistance to repression; ostentatious sacrifice, 
subscription, and/or benefaction
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[ 154 ] Contentious Politics

The most dramatic element in the self-representation of the Solidarity 
strikers was their identification with the “martyred workers” of previous 
suppressed strikes. The very symbol of Solidarity—a silhouetted group of 
people supporting one another and carrying a banner—reflected workers’ 
unitary commitment and their ties to the general population. Certifica-
tion by association with Catholic faith was also a key factor. No sooner had 
the occupation of the factory begun than the local bishop negotiated an 
agreement with the local party secretary: Priests could say mass outside 
the factory gate and symbols of Christian faith went on display where the 
media could record them.

ASSOCIATIONAL AND ACTION REPERTOIRES

Movements employ combinations from among the following forms of po-
litical action: creation of special-purpose associations and coalitions; 
public meetings; solemn processions; vigils; rallies; demonstrations; peti-
tion drives; statements to and in public media; pamphleteering. We call 
the variable ensemble of performances the social movement repertoire.

The social movement repertoire draws from the general repertoire of 
contention. But it differs from most forms of collective action we encoun-
tered earlier in the modularity of its performances: employment of similar 
forms of collective action by a wide variety of social actors around very 
different goals against similar actors. As movements developed around a 
wide range of claims, they elaborated forms of action that could be ad-
opted and adapted in a variety of settings against a wide range of objects: 
the strike against any kind of employer; the petition on behalf of a wide 
variety of claims; the street march and demonstration (Favre 1990; Fil-
lieule 1997; Tartakowsky 1998).

Solidarity activists employed traditional tools of working-class insur-
gency such as strikes and factory occupations. But they also mounted 
marches, demonstrations, religious processions, and a host of support-
ive activities such as the handing of food into the factory by family 
members and friends. The strike committee’s meetings with party offi-
cials and management around a round table in the Lenin works accom-
plished two things: It achieved certification of the union and symbolized 
the equal status of union, management, and state actors. Though sepa-
rated by eight years, the talks of 1980 prefigured the politically impor-
tant “round table” negotiations of 1988–1989, which brought Solidarity 
into power. The form of the round table then spread across East-Central  
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Europe. One by one, Communist parties negotiated the end of their re-
gimes in 1989 using the modular form of the round table employed by 
the Polish workers nine years earlier.

From Movements to Parties

Campaigns, public self-representations, and associational and action rep-
ertoires vary enormously from one movement to another, but movements 
connect those properties in logical ways. Consider the American antisla-
very movement. Beginning in the 1830s abolitionists launched a long and 
varied campaign against both slaveholders and public authorities. They 
used forms of association and public action that drew heavily on the evan-
gelical revival of the previous decade, presenting their movement as righ-
teous, unified, numerous, and stalwart (Young 2006). That movement in-
teracted by fits and starts with institutional politics. By the 1850s, many 
with abolitionist leanings had joined the mainstream parties and were 
present in Congress. Then one branch converged with the “free soil” move-
ment. Together with opportunity-seeking politicians from the old Whig 
Party and breakaway Democrats, that branch formed the Republican 
Party. The party elected a little-known reformer, Abraham Lincoln, as 
president in 1860.

We see a similar transformation of a movement into a party in Poland. 
As martial law wore on in the course of the 1980s, Solidarity leaders (many 
of them still in prison) began to reshape their roles from the representa-
tives of industrial workers into political party leaders. When, in 1989, the 
regime was forced to call meaningful elections, Solidarity emerged with a 
solid majority in both houses of parliament. That transformation brought 
the movement into intimate connections with institutions.

Poland’s Solidarity was a social movement that produced a change 
from an authoritarian regime to a democratizing one. The regime 
change would ultimately have disintegrating effects on the movement, 
dividing its activists among trade unionists and politicians. Within the 
latter group, furthermore, it drove a wedge between economic liberals 
and Catholic populists. New movements would eventually take their 
place, illustrating the symbiotic relationship between democracy and 
the form of the social movement. The next section turns to the “new” 
American women’s movement, to examine interactions among social 
movement bases, political institutions, and contentious politics in a 
democratic regime.
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THE NEW AMERICAN WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

Many changes took place in the role of women in American society in the 
half-century after World War II, but not all were part of “the women’s 
movement” as we have defined it. For example:

t� $IBOHFT�JO�FNQMPZNFOU�CSPVHIU�NPSF�XPNFO�JOUP�UIF�XPSLGPSDF�
t� 1VCMJD�BUUJUVEFT�SFHBSEJOH�UIF�TUBUVT�PG�XPNFO�FWPMWFE�
t� -FHJTMBUVSFT�QBTTFE� MBXT�GBWPSBCMF�UP�XPNFO�JO�QBSU�CFDBVTF�NFN-

bers of Congress wanted women’s votes.
t� 1IJMPTPQIJFT�BOE�TDIPPMT�PG�GFNJOJTN�EFWFMPQFE�UIBU�CFDBNF�QBSU�PG�

the base of that movement.
t� "�CBTF�PG�XPNFO�T� TPDJBM�NPWFNFOU�PSHBOJ[BUJPOT�EFWFMPQFE�BSPVOE�

new publications, new forms of friendship relations—for example, 
“consciousness-raising” groups—and institutional innovations like 
women’s studies programs in colleges and universities.

Our concept of social movements recognizes these changes and their 
relevance to the formation of the new women’s movement. But, as in the 
Polish case we have just examined, we must distinguish changes in the 
bases of women’s political action from the important movement cam-
paigns that developed in the late 1960s and beyond. While an early wom-
en’s movement had emerged in the fight for women’s rights (Banaszak 
1996), it remained largely dormant during most of the interwar and early 
postwar years (Rupp and Taylor 1987). The 1960s added a new base to 
women’s resources and opportunities. That base came in part through 
“spillover” of activists from the civil rights movement (Evans 1980; 
McAdam 1988; Meyer and Whittier 1994) and in part from autonomous 
social and political sources. Of course, the new movement drew on both 
liberal and radical feminist ideas, on the increased presence of women in 
the workforce, and on opportunities in American political institutions. 
These were part of its movement base. But it went into motion through a 
series of campaigns that placed it in contentious interaction with other 
groups, with the government, and against a countermovement that it ac-
tually helped to trigger—the antiabortion movement.

The new American women’s movement produced innovative solutions to 
all three aspects of our sketch of social movements: campaigns, public rep-
resentations, and claim-making repertoires. It consisted of campaigns such 
as the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) campaign, which occupied the ener-
gies of vast numbers of women activists during the 1970s and early 1980s 
(Costain 1992: ch. 4; Mansbridge 1986). Parts of the movement sought a 
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new self-representation through changes in women’s dress, language, man-
ners, and collective activities. Although only representative of one branch 
of the movement, consciousness-raising was a creative tool for the develop-
ment of a new representation of women. Such grassroots activities fostered 
“sisterhood,” women who had previously been demure and retiring learned 
to speak up for themselves, and new frames of meaning emerged.

In both its associational and action repertoire, the movement innovated 
equally. Although national groups such as the National Organization for 
Women (NOW) adopted the increasingly common form of the public inter-
est group, groups such as the Women’s International Terrorist Conspiracy 
from Hell (WITCH) expanded women’s action repertoire into theatrical ac-
tions, while feminists within professions such as the church and the mili-
tary quietly organized to advance the status of women within their institu-
tions (Katzenstein 1998). Not all of these innovations lasted into the new 
century. Some merged with general changes in the repertoire that arose in 
the protest cycle of the 1960s and declined with the end of that cycle. 
Others (e.g., the caricatured image of “bra-burning” feminists) never gained 
acceptance. In fact, they were appropriated by an antifeminist counter-
movement to roll back feminist gains (Meyer and Staggenborg 1996).

One of the movement’s bitter ironies was that its gains helped to crystal-
lize a religious countermovement holding a traditionalist view of women’s 
role. This contributed to the defeat of the ERA, to a powerful grassroots 
movement against abortion (McCarthy 1987), and to the triumph of a raw 
form of conservatism in the Reagan and George W. Bush administrations 
(McAdam and Kloos 2014). Ultimately, these countermoves led to a retrench-
ment of state programs favoring women, children, and the poor. They rolled 
back many of the movement’s gains (Banaszak, Beckwith, and Rucht 2003).

Like Polish Solidarity, the rise of the new American women’s move-
ment offers a prime example of a sustained challenge to power holders 
in the name of a population living under the jurisdiction of those power 
holders by means of concerted public displays of that population’s wor-
thiness, unity, numbers, and commitment, a social movement. But 
unlike Polish Solidarity—which had to struggle against instituted 
power for most of its early history—the new American women’s move-
ment developed through an intimate interaction with institutions.

MOVEMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

Remember from chapter 3 what we mean by institutions: Within any 
particular regime, they are established, organized, widely recognized 
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routines, connections, and forms of organization employed repeatedly 
in producing collective action. Some (e.g., the armed forces) are fairly 
insulated from contentious politics; others (e.g., political parties and 
elections) are highly sensitive to such politics; while still others (e.g., 
legislatures, courts, and executives) are both contention-shaping and 
contention-responding institutions.

Our way of thinking about social movements denies any rigid bound-
ary between institutionalized and noninstitutionalized politics (Tarrow 
2012). We see contentious politics embracing both institutions and social 
movements. Social movement bases develop both within and outside in-
stitutions. Movement campaigns act within, against, and outside institu-
tions. They can contribute to the rise of new institutions—for example, 
the American women’s movement fostered the rise of a new kind of wom-
en’s magazine—and can bolster the role of institutions sympathetic to the 
movement’s claims—like the growing legitimation of the “liberal” Warren 
Supreme Court among African Americans after the Brown decision. What 
is more, different institutions harbor, oppose, or stimulate the formation 
of social movement campaigns.

Boundaries between institutionalized and noninstitutionalized poli-
tics are hard to draw with precision. Take the movement coalition that 
formed around defeating President Reagan’s nuclear arms policy in the 
1980s. It bridged the space between institutional groups and protesters 
outside institutions. Newly formed movement organizations such as the 
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Clearinghouse (NWFC) combined with estab-
lished peace organizations, on the one hand, and with congressional Dem-
ocrats, on the other, to form a coalition that persuaded the government to 
preempt the movement by starting an arms control process (Meyer 1990). 
Only by looking at both sides of the formal boundary between institu-
tional and noninstitutional politics and at their interactions can we un-
derstand the dynamics of episodes of contentious politics.

Of course, much of the work that political institutions do lies outside 
the boundaries of contentious politics. Executives sign laws, preside at 
openings, greet foreign dignitaries, and turn on the Christmas tree lights 
on the lawn of the White House. Legislators declare days of commemora-
tion, make speeches aimed only at pleasing local constituents, and greet 
visiting Boy Scout troops. Much of what they do is uncontentious and 
routine.

Social movement activists engage in contentious activities only part 
of the time. To build their bases, and before any action mobilization 
begins, movement organizations often engage in “consensus mobiliza-
tion” (Klandermans 1988). To please their members, they organize 
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festivals and ceremonials. To gain a broader following, they engage in 
educational activities. To broadcast who they are and the nature of their 
claims, they cultivate the media. Figure 7.2 portrays graphically the in-
tersection of social movement campaigns, social movement bases, insti-
tutions, and contentious politics.

Do not regard figure 7.2 as the vehicle of our arguments about the dy-
namics of contention. See it instead as a road map to the interactions 
among our key terms. Any such vehicle would have to put these concepts 
into motion, asking questions such as these:

t� 8IFO� BOE� IPX� EP� TPDJBM� NPWFNFOU� CBTFT� QSPEVDF� NPWFNFOU� DBN-
paigns, what kinds of institutional frameworks offer them opportuni-
ties to do so, and which ones suppress their emergence?

t� 8IFO� BOE� VOEFS�XIBU� DPOEJUJPOT� EP� JOTUJUVUJPOBM� BDUPST� QSPEVDF� PS�
assist social movement campaigns, by reaction, transmutation, or frac-
tionation?

t� 8IFO� BOE� VOEFS� XIBU� DPOEJUJPOT� EP� NPWFNFOU� DBNQBJHOT� JHOJUF�
broader forms of contentious politics, such as civil wars, nationalist 
episodes, or revolutions, that threaten institutions?

t� 8IFO�BOE�VOEFS�XIBU�DPOEJUJPOT�EP�NPWFNFOU�DBNQBJHOT�DSFBUF�OFX�
institutions and new social movement bases?

From the beginning of social movement politics, political institutions 
provided opportunities for movement development, found ways to re-
press them, but also processed movement claims. Remember how the 

Figure 7.2:
Contentious Politics, Social Movement Campaigns, Social Movement Bases, and Institutions

Institutions

Contentious
Politics

Social
Movement
Bases

Social Movement Campaigns
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British Parliament and its practice of receiving petitions served as a vehi-
cle for the advance of the British antislavery campaign? And how the 
struggle against corruption provided the focal point for the overthrow of 
President Yanukovych in Ukraine? Institutions serve as an umbrella for 
social movement activity, a focal point for its campaigns, and the major 
source of social movement outcomes. The new American women’s move-
ment illustrates these points.

From the first, that movement grounded itself within institutions 
(Katzenstein 1998), which caused it enormous conflict from among its 
more radical members, who would have preferred to oppose institutions 
dominated by men. The first important turning point came with President 
Kennedy’s Commission on the Status of Women in 1961 and with the 

Figure 7.3:
News Events Initiated by Women’s Groups and Women’s Bills as Percentage of All Bills 
Introduced in the US Congress, 1950–1985
Source: Costain (1992: 108, 113).
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inclusion of women’s rights in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Beckwith 
2003: 193). Then came executive orders that assigned the task of monitor-
ing wage equality and discrimination in hiring to government agencies 
and a burst of legislative activity favoring women in the 1970s (Katzen-
stein 2003: 205–207). Figure 7.3 plots Anne Costain’s (1992) time line of 
legislative enactments in her book Inviting Women’s Rebellion alongside the 
activities of major women’s organizations such as NOW. It illustrates the 
general co-occurrence of the new women’s movement with congressional 
activity on behalf of women.

One reading of figure 7.3 would see in it evidence that Congress was 
responding to the pressures of the movement—a direct policy effect of a 
movement’s campaigns. Two other readings are also possible: first, that 
Congress, or its majority, was responding with electoral motivations to 
changes in public opinion that were, in large part, independent of the 
women’s movement; second, that members of Congress were ideologically 
but independently committed to the policy goals they advanced. We 
cannot, on the basis of the time lines in figure 7.3, decide among these 
three different readings. But the only partial parallels between NOW’s ef-
forts and Congress’s legislation suggest that the movement’s policy impact 
was at least indirect and at best partial.

MOVEMENT IMPACTS

Movement impacts never end with policy change alone. We can distin-
guish roughly among three kinds of impacts, all of them visible in Ameri-
can women’s movements: (1) direct impacts of social movement campaigns 
on public policies, (2) effects of participation in claim-making campaigns 
on the lives of activists—and thus on culture, and (3) beyond individual 
campaigns, effects of involvement in the social movement base on politi-
cal contention in general:

On Public Policy

As Costain’s analysis suggests, the first category—direct effects of  
campaigns—is difficult to assess. Most scholars now believe that policy 
impacts are, at best, mediated by political contexts (Meyer, Jenness, and 
Ingram 2005), while others are even more cautious. Piven and Cloward 
(1977), focusing on four episodes of contentious politics in the 1930s and 
the 1960s, conclude that movements seldom succeed, and when they do, 
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success is often followed by failure. Other movement scholars, including 
Paul Burstein and his collaborators, are even more pessimistic. Referring 
to a variety of evidence from the United States, they find that collective 
action on the part of social movement organizations is most often ineffec-
tive in influencing public policy (Burstein and Linton 2002; Burstein and 
Sausner 2005). Policy changes have a great impact on movements (Amenta 
2006). For example, simple changes in the tax laws can deprive a move-
ment group of its tax-exempt status. More broadly, the retrenchment of 
the American welfare state since the 1990s has created a more constrained 
opportunity structure for women (Banaszak et al. 2003). That in turn has 
created the need for women to rethink the mechanisms of worthiness, 
unity, numbers, and commitment that produced their gains in an earlier 
generation.

On the Lives of Activists

With respect to the second category—the effect of participation on the 
lives of activists—the impact of the women’s movement appears to have 
been more certain. Nancy Whittier’s study of radical women activists in 
Columbus, Ohio, shows that well outside public claim-making activity, in-
volved women supported each other and kept each other committed. 
During the campaign lull of the Reagan years, one woman Whittier (1995) 
interviewed declared:

Some of these people, I’ve known them for so long now that we can refer back 
to a certain event or series of events with just a word or two. It’s that kind of 
communication you can have with someone you’ve known for a long time, so 
that we don’t really discuss it, we know what we mean. And we get that kind of 
good feeling that you have with people that you’ve been through a lot with and 
you’ve known for so long. (112)

For her and for women like her, involvement in the movement base had 
become a defining feature of day-to-day life.

On Future Contentious Politics

With respect to the third category—movements’ effects on future pat-
terns of political contention—the balance sheet for the American women’s 
movement is truly mixed. On the one hand, women’s movement support 
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was critical in producing a distinguished cadre of women political leaders 
such as Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton, Senator Barbara Boxer, and 
Nancy Pelosi, leader of the Democratic Party in the House of Representa-
tives between 2012 and 2014. On the other hand, the successes of such 
“threatening” women as Clinton and the support of the women’s move-
ment for such controversial issues as abortion have helped to polarize 
American politics and create a countermovement. We still occasionally 
read journalists commenting on how Hillary Clinton looks in a pantsuit 
and how “shrill” Nancy Pelosi sounds. This countermovement first grouped 
around the opposition to the ERA, which was defeated in the 1980s (Man-
sbridge 1986), and it continues to attack the Supreme Court’s legalization 
of abortion in the case of Roe v. Wade. From the time when that decision 
came down, antiabortion forces have mustered a powerful coalition that 
has used the state legislatures to whittle away a woman’s right to choose.

AFTER MOBILIZATION

What happens to movement bases after movement campaigns subside? 
Building on his research on “new” social movements such as the American 
women’s movement (Kriesi et al. 1995), Hanspeter Kriesi has constructed a 
typology of movement dynamics that can help us to answer this question. 
Figure 7.4 reproduces his typology. All four of the groups that Kriesi and his 
collaborators studied emerged from the 1968 period; all relied on loose bases 
of activists rather than on solid bureaucratic bases; all focused their activities 
around precise claims rather than on general ideologies. All followed a cycli-
cal trajectory like the one we traced in Italy in chapter 5 (Koopmans 2004; 
Kriesi et al. 1995). Yet despite their similarities in origins, structure, issue 
focus, and trajectory, these social movement organizations (SMOs) ended 
their active period of contention in very different ways.

Starting out from the ideal type of SMO—a formal organization that 
mobilizes its constituency for collective action with a political goal (Kriesi 
1996: 153)—Kriesi deduces four processes of transformation.

First, he sees as one possibility the institutionalization of a movement 
organization, a process we encountered in Italy after the protest cycle of 
the 1960s (see chapter 5). This process combines formalization of an 
SMO’s internal structure, moderation of its goals, adoption of a more con-
ventional action repertoire, and integration into established systems of 
government. Figure 7.4 argues that institutionalization involves a shift 
from the direct participation of a movement’s constituency to delegation 
to professional organizers. This resembles the familiar idea of the “iron 
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law of oligarchy” detected a century ago by Robert Michels (1962) and 
after the last cycle of American protest by Theodore Lowi (1971).

Second, Kriesi sees the possibility of commercialization, the transforma-
tion of a movement organization in the direction of a service organiza-
tion. This pattern was typical of the autonomous firms and cooperatives 
that developed out of the new social movements of the 1970s in Europe, 
and it can also be seen in the United States in what happened to the con-
sumer group Consumer’s Research as it went from consumer advocacy to 
becoming a product-testing and product-endorsing firm (Rao 1998).

Third, Kriesi sees the possibility of involution: a path that leads to exclu-
sive emphasis on social incentives. SMOs that experience involution 
become self-help groups, voluntary associations, or clubs. Many of the 
communes that developed out of the American 1960s experienced a proc-
ess of involution from active participation in politics to the cultivation of 
personal and religious development (Kitts 2000).

Kriesi’s fourth variant, radicalization, or “reinvigorated mobilization,” 
we also saw in the escalation of collective violence in Italy after 1968, in 
the transformation of America’s Students for a Democratic Society into 
the Weathermen and the splintering of the Weathermen afterwards into 
a more moderate and a more violent branch.

Kriesi’s typology can serve as a rough guide to the changes in the Amer-
ican women’s movement’s base after the height of its campaigns in the 
1960s and 1970s. In this largely “liberal” family of movement groups, 

Figure 7.4:
Typology of Transformations in Goal Orientations and Action Repertoires of Social 
Movement Organizations
Source: Kriesi (1996: 157).
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institutionalization was the dominant process coming out of its phase of 
mobilization. Its major expression was the large number of public interest 
groups that grew out of the 1960s (Schlozman et al. 2010). Most of these, 
such as NOW and what started out as the National Association for the 
Repeal of Abortion Laws (now NARAL Pro-Choice America), became 
active in lobbying and educational work in Washington, leading to the for-
mation of an array of public interest lobbies. Though their dedication to 
the women’s movement remained strong, their tactics and interactions 
with others resembled those of conventional business and professional 
lobbies.

Commercialization occurred in American women’s groups in the found-
ing of new women’s magazines like Ms. Some of them kept their feminist 
stands after the 1960s, while others—depending on ads from makeup 
and clothing companies—drifted into lifestyle preoccupations. Women’s 
bookstores developed for a time but soon disappeared within the general 
expansion of book megastores. Services for women’s health, such as 
Planned Parenthood, inherited some veterans of the new women’s move-
ment but could hardly be called “commercial.”

We find evidence for involution in the development of women’s self-
help groups—for example, in the groups formed to counsel women on 
abortion and to help women who have been raped and those diagnosed 
with breast cancer. The breast cancer coalition in particular embodied 
both the new conception of gender that grew out of the new women’s 
movement and an unwillingness to delegate authority to the (mainly 
male) medical hierarchy (Parthasarathy 2003).

Radicalization shook the movement in the internal struggles that de-
veloped between competing philosophies of feminism. Conflict over the 
admission of lesbians to the ranks of the “straight” feminist community 
compounded the initial cleavage between liberal and Marxist feminists. 
Another axis of competition differentiated groups of women of color from 
mainstream white feminism (Roth 2004). But since the most radical 
groups were in the universities—where they had little effect on the lives 
of ordinary women—this development had less impact on the movement 
than its overwhelming institutionalization.

Scholars have sometimes seen movements inexorably turning into in-
terest groups or disappearing into institutions. Kriesi’s typology shows 
how periods of high mobilization give rise to a variety of forms of exit that 
keep a movement base alive during periods when campaigns are in abate-
ment (Rupp and Taylor 1987). By joining self-help groups, working for 
women’s service organizations, and paying dues to public interest groups, 
women activists from the 1960s and 1970s kept up their contacts with old 
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comrades, remained available for mobilization at times of stress or oppor-
tunity (e.g., when two new Supreme Court appointments threatened the 
legal protection of a woman’s right to choose an abortion in 2005), and 
kept the flame of activism alive to fight another day. That day seemed to 
be coming, as an increasingly conservative Republican Party, which gained 
control of a majority of statehouses and states legislatures in 2010, worked 
to narrow the scope of the Supreme Court’s abortion decisions.

CONCLUSION

This chapter’s main arguments summarize easily. First, we argued that 
not all episodes of contentious politics are powered by social movements. 
The 1956 events in Poland were contentious, at times violent, and, like 
many of the episodes we have examined, responded to changes in political 
opportunities. But they did not constitute a social movement, either in 
our sense of the term or in comparison to what occurred in that country 
in 1980.

In contrast, Solidarity, like many social movements, emerged from a 
local episode of contention and, like many of the episodes we have exam-
ined in our book, grew through a process of brokerage, certification, diffu-
sion, and scale shift. It qualifies as a social movement campaign because it 
mobilized an until-then passive social movement base that had grown up 
after 1956, drew on the certification of the Catholic church, and because it 
developed the properties of worthiness, unity, numbers and commitment 
that made it a powerful social and political force.

Similarly, in 1960s America, many changes of great interest to women 
occurred: changes in labor force participation, presence of many more 
women in colleges and universities, and increasing participation of women 
in politics. Not all these changes belonged to or resulted from social move-
ment campaigns. Changes in public opinion, vote-seeking members of 
Congress, judges favoring equal rights, as well as determined women leg-
islators, all affected American public politics. The distinction matters: 
Only by singling out social movement campaigns can we detect relations 
between them and other sources of change. Without the distinction, we 
cannot easily examine transitions between movements and other forms 
of contention or their responsibility for policy or cultural change.

Third, movements frequently challenge institutions. Both Solidarity 
and the American women’s movement did challenge their countries’ insti-
tutions. But movements also work within institutions. They often dovetail 
with parallel changes in institutional politics, as the women’s movement 
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did in the 1970s and 1980s. Movements sometimes become institutional 
actors, as did Solidarity in 1989, when it forced the Polish regime to hold 
competitive elections, in which it triumphed. Their very success some-
times defeats them, as institutional logic takes over from the logic of con-
tentious politics.

Movements frequently trigger the formation of countermovements. 
The American women’s movement did so in the failed campaign for the 
ERA and in the struggle over abortion rights. So did the movement for 
same-sex marriage (Dorf and Tarrow 2013). The give and take of insti-
tutional politics often reflects a more civilized version of the struggle 
for supremacy between movements for change and countermovements 
that attempt to return to a more traditional society. That is why a sym-
biotic relationship exists between and social movements and democra-
tic or democratizing politics: Democracy gives scope to the conven-
tional and disruptive activities of social movements and their 
characteristic properties—broad, alliance-building and consensus-
building—expand the range of democratic politics.

If social movements twin with democratic and democratizing politics, 
what about other forms of contention and other kinds of polities? If a 
symbiotic relationship prevails between democratic politics and social 
movements, do similarly symbiotic relations appear between these other 
forms and other types of polities? The next chapter turns to more violent 
forms of contentious politics and their relationship to the dynamics of 
undemocracy.
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A young demonstrator is silhouetted against a burning building in Ferguson, Missouri 
after a grand jury has absolved the policeman who shot an unarmed teenager. (Photo by 
Jim Young/Reuters).
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CHAP TER 8

Lethal Conflicts

Large-scale lethal conflicts occur most often in regimes with intermediate 
and low levels of governmental capacity, including the unstable interme-
diate cases that James Fearon and David Laitin (2003) call “anocracies” 
and that we have called “hybrid regimes.” In this chapter, we move from 
chapter 7’s relatively nonviolent world of social movements into regimes 
where government agents, popular challengers, and other competitors for 
political power regularly use armed force to back up their contentious 
claims. Three forms of lethal conflict provide our primary examples: vio-
lent ethnic or religious conflicts, which we will examine in the case of the 
collapse of Yugoslavia; civil wars, which we will turn to briefly in Sudan; 
and revolutions, which we will look at in the case of the Nicaraguan 
revolution.

WHAT IS AND ISN’T SPECIAL ABOUT LARGE-SCALE LETHAL 
CONFLICTS

In one sense, violence changes everything. Think of the effects of police 
shootings of young African American men in the United States in 2014 
and in 2015; they triggered a widespread movement against police brutal-
ity in both the black community and among its allies. But the killing of two 
police officers in Brooklyn by a deranged man who claimed to be represent-
ing the interests of African Americans reversed the tide of public opinion 
and stilled the voices beginning to call for police reform. Both the violence 
by police and violence against the police were turning points in the rela-
tions among the police, the public, and the African American community. 
Violence clearly matters as a turning point in contentious politics.
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And not only in contention itself, but also in its outcomes: When three 
French jihadists murdered seventeen people in Paris, the immediate result 
was a wave of largely peaceful demonstrations on behalf of free speech 
and against anti-Semitism. But within a few days of the massacres, the 
French state was tightening controls on the country’s borders, arresting 
people for spoken support of the jihadists, and increasing surveillance in 
the minority North African community. Not only that: within weeks, the 
government and the European Commission were reconsidering previously 
rejected surveillance powers that resemble the practices of the American 
National Security Agency and the British GCHQ.1

But those incidents of violence were rare in patterns of contention that 
are largely peaceful, if often contentious, in the high-capacity constitu-
tional democracies of North America and Western Europe. In this chapter, 
we enter a realm in which both governments and other political actors 
regularly use organized armed force as part of their claims making. Or-
ganized armed force ranges from local gangs to disciplined national 
armies, passing through militias, paramilitaries, private armies, and mer-
cenaries. Sometimes organized armed force remains very one-sided, as 
when military units attack demonstrators or paramilitaries hunt down 
labor organizers. But it becomes especially lethal when at least two armed 
organizations battle each other.

Three features in particular make a difference: the high stakes of claim 
making, the problem of sustaining armed force, and the problem of what 
happens to fighters after they are initiated into armed conflict:

High stakes: Killing, wounding, and damaging property affect the 
survival and the continuing conflict of participants well after the 
immediate struggle has ended. They break up families and com-
munities, destroy available labor power, and eliminate means of 
production. With such high stakes, potential participants in vio-
lent encounters often flee or defect, unless they are likely to pre-
vail or to get away unscathed. (Remember how quickly Ukrainian 
President Yanukovych’s security detail fled as soon as it became 
clear that he might be defeated.) But once committed, they exit 
less easily so long as their organizations remain intact.

Sustaining armed groups: Large-scale lethal conflicts include inter-
state wars, civil wars, revolutions, and genocides as well as a sig-
nificant subset of struggles across religious, ethnic, linguistic, 
and regional boundaries. Unlike recruiting people for demon-
strations or public meetings, creating and maintaining armed 
force requires extensive resources (Weinstein 2006). Some 
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military organizations (e.g., the militias formed by Guatemala’s 
peasants) live on their own land, drawing support from their 
own communities. But they also need weapons, ammunition, in-
formation, means of communication, and personnel to replace 
those they lose (Viterna 2013). This is why civil strife continues 
longest in places where substantial deposits of oil, diamonds, or 
other minerals fuel their continuing conflicts.

Fighters who keep fighting after the battle: We saw in chapter 6 how 
veterans of the 1960s movements in Italy either moved into in-
stitutional politics or into clandestine armed groups. The prob-
lem is much greater after civil strife in undemocratic regimes 
because there is so little opportunity for fighters to move into 
institutional politics. Think of the separatist insurgency in 
Ukraine that we looked at in chapter 1: if the eastern region ever 
rejoins Ukraine, few Ukrainians will welcome them into political 
life. This is why so many of the participants who take up arms—
even in a defensive mode—retain them and why postconflict 
countries experience repeated bouts of civil strife after the 
battle ends.

Occasionally mass killing occurs without much use of high-powered 
weapons. In the huge Rwandan genocide of 1994, for example, most kill-
ers slaughtered their victims with clubs, machetes, and other everyday 
tools. Even in that extreme case, however, the killing began with a well-
trained presidential guard and militias organized by the ruling party 
(Dallaire 2003; Des Forges et al. 1999; Mamdani 2001). Reproducing a 
disciplined military organization depends on extensive brokerage and in-
ternal coordination. Religion and religious affiliations often serve to 
solder this internal coordination.

Those are the differences. Yet we will soon recognize familiar mecha-
nisms and processes within large-scale lethal conflicts. To see them, we 
must avoid two fallacies that commonly blur people’s understanding of 
such conflict. We can call them the motivational fallacy and the general 
law fallacy.

The motivational fallacy assumes that we would know the true, funda-
mental cause of large-scale violence if we could only read the perpetrators’ 
minds: What do they want and feel? Are they animated by “greed”? By 
“grievances”? By threats? Or by Opportunities (Collier and Hoeffler 2003)? 
Even if we could read their minds, in fact, we would soon discover that 
participants in large-scale violence want and feel a great many different 
things at different times; that whether and how large-scale violence occurs 
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depends on such nonmotivational matters as whether weapons, victims, 
and previous connections among perpetrators are available; and—most 
important—that large-scale violence is not a solo act but a complex inter-
active process.

The general law fallacy assumes that each type of large-scale lethal con-
flict has its own distinctive character and therefore follows its own gen-
eral laws. Genocides, civil wars, revolutions, lethal ethnic or religious con-
flict, and violent nationalism, in this view, differ dramatically from each 
other, and each have their own distinctive necessary and sufficient condi-
tions. On the contrary, as we will soon see, these various forms of conten-
tion overlap, mutate into each other, and result from and evolve through 
similar mechanisms and processes in different combinations, sequences, 
and initial conditions. Mechanisms and processes do, indeed, conform to 
general laws; brokerage, for example, operates in essentially the same way 
across a wide variety of political circumstances. But the laws do not cover 
whole classes of episodes such as revolutions or civil wars.

As we look at large-scale lethal contention, we revisit the political op-
portunity structures we met in chapter 3. Just as in the contained epi-
sodes of contention we saw in that chapter, in the former Yugoslavia, pur-
veyors of ethnic violence responded to the institutional opportunities 
offered in their crumbling state. In lethal conflict as in contained conten-
tion, we will discover that existing political opportunity structure regu-
larly interacts with established repertoires to shape what sorts and de-
grees of large-scale violence can occur within a given regime. We will also 
see the identity mechanisms and processes we found in chapter 5. We will 
find political actors declaring themselves to be revolutionaries, defenders 
of the true religion, or members of suppressed nations, through combina-
tions of mobilization, brokerage, diffusion, certification, and boundary 
activation. We will recognize again that the overall character of a political 
regime (especially the capacity of its central government and its degree of 
democracy) strongly affects the location and the sheer possibility of large-
scale lethal conflict.

Central states ordinarily control the largest single concentrations of co-
ercive means within a given regime. Concentrated coercive means identify 
an organization as a state or something like a state. Because of that fact, 
large-scale lethal conflict inevitably involves states in one or both of two 
ways: as direct participants in the conflict and/or as third parties whose 
own power the conflict threatens. As we saw in chapter 3, high-capacity 
states reduce the threat by making it difficult for anyone to create rival 
concentrations of coercive means within their territories. That chapter 
also showed that low-capacity states face precisely the threat that some 
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rival actor will build up a major concentration of coercive means and use it 
to topple existing rulers.

Struggles for control of concentrated coercive resources grew up with 
the emergence of centralized states thousands of years ago. But they only 
started to involve religious, ethnic, racial, and cultural identities more 
directly with the growth of nationalism in the era of the French Revolu-
tion. During the later eighteenth century, American revolutionaries 
overthrew British rule in the name of an American nation. French revo-
lutionaries upended their old regime in the name of the French nation 
and then went out to conquer other people in the name of national liber-
ation. The revolutionary era established top-down and bottom-up na-
tionalism. From the top down, rulers say, “We run the state; therefore, 
we have the right to define the ethnicity, religion, race, and culture of our 
nation.” From the bottom up, people who occupy distinctive religious, 
ethnic, racial, and cultural niches reply, “We are a separate nation; there-
fore, we have the right to a separate state.” A great deal of the world’s 
large-scale lethal conflict within regimes pits the two principles against 
each other.

In large-scale lethal conflict, two dramatic possibilities loom larger 
than in social movement campaigns: regime split and transfer of power. 
The first is that the entire regime will implode, so that at least two differ-
ent clusters of political actors, including agents of government, have 
broken their alliances and routine interactions with the others. At the 
extreme, two rival governments or segments of government can contend 
with each other, as when a rebel army establishes control over a region 
far from a national capital and acts like a government within that region. 
This is, of course, a matter of degree. In the United States, for example, 
antitax rebels, libertarian militias, and Indian tribes sometimes declare 
their independence from the national government and draw a local fol-
lowing without much shaking the national regime. But the Civil War 
really did split the entire American polity along the lines of regional 
identities.

Small transfers of power occur all the time in every regime. One polit-
ical actor gains greater access to government, another loses access, and a 
third forms a new alliance with the rising actor. Competitive elections 
always involve some possibility of a greater realignment. But fundamen-
tal transfers of power more often occur in the company of large-scale vio-
lence of the kinds this chapter analyzes. Again we are dealing with a 
matter of degree: from minor, incremental shifts in power to major, rapid 
overturns of the existing power structure. Figure 8.1 sketches the range 
of possibilities.
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Figure 8.1 makes two valuable points. First, coups, top-down seizures 
of power, revolts, civil wars, lethal ethnic-religious conflicts, and great 
revolutions are all cousins; they combine varying extents of split and 
transfer. The diagram’s overlapping circles stress that point. Second, a 
great revolution is simply the extreme case—a very extensive split fol-
lowed by a major transfer of power. In fact, as the diagram suggests, a civil 
war or revolt can become a great revolution if it produces a fundamental 
transfer of power. Looking back at the “Arab Spring” and its violent after-
math, we can see all of these forms of lethal politics, sometimes in series 
and at other times combined.

We have already encountered violent conflicts in the disintegrating 
Soviet Union, as well as in certain phases of Italian contention and in the 
“Troubles” in Northern Ireland. We have also seen sustained lethal con-
flict in Charles Brockett’s (2005) analysis of Guatemalan politics and in 
Paul Almeida’s historical reconstructions in El Salvador (2003, 2007, 
2008). In both countries, we saw both low-capacity undemocratic regimes 
and outright civil wars. Summing up his study of El Salvador and Guate-
mala and putting it in comparative perspective, Brockett comments that 

Complete

Great
revolution

Civil war
Top-down seizure of
power

Deadly ethnic-
religious conflict

Transfer of
Power

Coup

Revolt

Small-scale
violenceNone

Split in Regime
None Complete

Figure 8.1:
Forms of Lethal Conflict
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levels and sites of collective violence result from the interaction between 
popular mobilization and state repression:

Repression generally succeeds in smothering contention if the prior level of 
mobilization was low. However, if state violence is increased after a protest 
cycle . . . is well underway, this repression is more likely to provoke even higher 
levels of challenge, both nonviolent and violent, rather than deter contention. 
This provocation is especially likely if state violence is inconsistent. But revo-
lutionary toppling of thrones such as Nicaragua in 1979 are rare events. El 
Salvador and Guatemala are extreme examples of the more usual outcome: 
When regimes are willing to repress as necessary and have the capacity to do 
so, they usually succeed in eliminating popular contention as a threat to their 
regime and often to their own rule as well. (327)

DEADLY ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS CONFLICT

Large-scale deadly ethnic and religious conflict usually concentrates in 
lower-capacity undemocratic regimes. It concentrates in those regimes 
for many of the same reasons: because whoever runs the relatively weak 
governments commonly distribute whatever benefits they gain from 
ruling to members of their own ethnic and religious networks, because 
the same governments cannot prevent excluded parties from amassing 
their own military means, and because informal systems of rule often 
build on existing relationships of kinship and religion. When violent con-
tention arises in such regimes, it is not generally diffused at the national 
level but in enclaves in which minorities live who are excluded from the 
political process or from the benefits enjoyed by the majority (Cederman 
et al. 2013).

Large-scale ethnic and religious conflicts tend to endure—or repeat 
themselves—in such systems. It used to be thought that class cleav-
ages were the most deep-seated and enduring sources of conflict. But 
the economic “pie” over when such conflicts are fought are capable of 
compromise—or at least of shifts in the balance of benefits. Not so 
ethnic or religious conflicts which are often seen by participants as a 
“zero-sum game.” Think of the conflict between Armenians and Ajer-
baijanis in Nagorny-Karabakh that we examined in chapter 5. Once 
triggered by the end of the Soviet regime in 1991, it has endured for 
more than two decades because each group sees the claims of the other 
as fundamentally illegitimate.
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Ethnic and religious divisions create hybrid states in which even minor 
tensions escalate into conflicts between broad segments of society (see 
chapter 4). India, the world’s largest democracy and a relatively high- 
capacity democracy at that, recurrently produces deadly confrontations 
between Hindus and Muslims. During the 1860s, the United States fought 
one of history’s bloodiest civil wars over the place of African Americans in 
its polity, economy, and everyday social life. The days of regular white-on-
black lynchings only disappeared during the later twentieth century. On 
invading Afghanistan and Iraq, furthermore, the United States found 
itself stirring up large-scale, deadly ethnic and religious conflict.

But if deadly ethnic and religious conflict concentrates in low-capacity 
undemocratic regimes, it is not because ethnic and religious divisions are 
absent from high-capacity states. High-capacity states simply manage to 
reduce the scale and armament of their domestic ethnic and religious con-
flicts. Democracies and near-democracies do so by channeling them into 
mainly nonviolent forms of contention, thus reducing the levels of death, 
damage, and destruction that result directly from contention. Their polit-
ical opportunity structure and prevailing repertoires move them in the 
direction of social movements. Authoritarian and near-authoritarian 
states reduce the threat of contention between ethnic fractions by repres-
sion and the threat of repression, which makes the outbreak of ethnic or 
religious conflict all the more explosive when the hard hand of the state is 
relaxed. It is when high-capacity authoritarian states break apart that the 
“primary frameworks” of ethnic or religious identities come to the fore, 
displacing the more instrumental frameworks that are disappearing, as 
we see in the case of the breakup of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s (John-
ston and Alimi 2012).

The Breakup of Yugoslavia

Most of the civil strife in the 1990s was the result of the collapse of the 
Soviet system early in the decade. Especially violent was the breakup of 
the former state of Yugoslavia and the wars that it triggered (Glenny 
1994). This was only in part because of violence directed from the 
center—what Statis Kalyvas calls “Schmittian violence,” quoting the 
German legal theorist Carl Schmitt—of which there was plenty; but also 
from violence from below, which he calls “Hobbesian violence,” named 
after the great English political theorist, Thomas Hobbes (Kalyvas 2003; 
2006). One reason violent politics becomes so lethal in the breakup of 
ethnically-divided states is because mass publics take advantage of 
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divisive policies from the top and interact with them to produce violent 
conflicts even where there has been no conflict before. In other words, a 
process of “downward scale shift” diffuses violence into the relations of 
everyday life.

During the later 1990s, despite such sore spots as Chechnya and 
Kosovo, most postsocialist regimes settled into more stable, less violent 
forms of rule. But not in Yugoslavia. Why this difference? Journalistic ac-
counts soon fastened on the “ancestral hatreds” among Muslims, Ortho-
dox Christians, and Roman Catholics on the Balkan peninsula (Kaplan 
1993). Of ancestral hatreds there were indeed plenty, in a region that had 
been fought over and colonized by Slavs, Austrians, and Ottoman Turks 
for centuries. But we know better than to try to account for changes in 
contention with reference to constant factors that lie deep in a nation’s 
past. The real question is why such identities, and the conflicts they engen-
dered, exploded in the 1990s, and this requires a more fine-grained ac-
count of the mechanisms and processes in play.

The way the Yugoslav Communist state was formed at the end of World 
War II was the structural cause of these conflicts. Like his Soviet former 
mentors, Communist guerilla leader, Josip Broz Tito, adopted a particular 
form of federal state at war’s end which provided each of the constituent 
Yugoslav republics with their own Communist parties, their own array of 
regionally- based and regionally-controlled social and cultural institu-
tions, and their own schools, academies of sciences, and their own mass 
media (Bunce 1999: 46). In theory, these institutions were supposed to 
produce national integration under the banner of socialism, but in prac-
tice, according to Valerie Bunce, they “redistributed political power and ec-
onomic resources from the center to the regions” (48).

The second problem was that there was no one-to-one correlation be-
tween particular ethnic groups and individual republics: While each re-
public was populated by a majority ethnic group—as in the Soviet Union—
most of them contained significant minority populations with ties to 
majorities elsewhere in the Federation. Not only that: within Serbia there 
were two areas—Vojvodina and Kosovo—with distinct ethnic minorities, 
the first with several non-Serbian minorities and the second with an 
 Albanian majority—that had autonomous provincial status. The largest 
group—the Serbs—dominated both the largest republic and had signifi-
cant disasporas in both Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, where their 
“fate” under the disintegrating federal state became the justification for 
Serbian aggression against these two republics. Figure 8.2 demonstrates 
the overlapping between ethnic group memberships and republic lines 
within Yugoslavia at the sunset of the state’s unified existence.
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As long as the Communist party remained in the saddle and Tito was 
alive to manage the complicated relations among the six republics and the 
two autonomous provinces, the federal constitution functioned reasona-
bly well to keep ethnic identities in check. But with Tito’s passing in 1980, 
and with the passage of constitutional revisions that loosened the control 
of the center still further, republic elites began to exploit the opportuni-
ties for enhanced power and prestige that the federal system afforded 
them. This was particularly true for the leader of Serbia, Slobodan 
Milošević, who built up his popularity by defending the “threatened” in-
terests of Serbs in the emerging states of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
Even before the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end result, concludes 
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#170, http://chnm.gmu.edu/1989/items/show/170
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Valerie Bunce there was “an optimal environment for the republicaniza-
tion of sovereignty and for the rise within the republics of “ethnopolitical 
machines” (Bunce 1999: 51).

While Yugoslavia was distinct for its degree of ethno-religious diversity, 
it was not unique in this regard. After all, both Czechoslovakia after 1968, 
and the Soviet Union, from the beginning, had federal constitutions to 
manage ethnic diversity. What was distinct in Yugoslavia was the degree 
to which “republicanization” was enhanced by the “market socialism” that 
the Yugoslavs practiced, the presence of substantial ethno-national mi-
norities across republican lines, and the tendency of republican elites to 
embrace nationalism as an alternative to the stale ideology of the dying 
Yugoslav state (Bunce 1999: 107). While the leaders of the other two fed-
eral systems in the region—Václav Klaus of the Czech Republic and Boris 
Yeltsin of Russia—embraced reform and accepted the end of the national 
state, Milošević “rejected reform and made noises about defending the 
state, while preparing at the same time to expand his republic’s borders in 
the event of dismemberment” (107). That involved both transforming Ser-
bian identities into a political identity, and constructing a boundary be-
tween the Serbs and the Croat and Muslim groups where there were sub-
stantial Serbian minorities.

But the will to exploit opportunities for political gain is never sufficient 
to achieve political success. In other high-capacity states like the Soviet 
Union, there was ethnic strife aplenty, as we saw in chapter 5. But during 
the cycle of nationalist mobilization in that country, the Red Army re-
mained largely neutral, serving as the instrument of central rule until it 
became evident that the Union was in danger. Even then, only part of the 
military supported the attempted coup against Secretary Gorbachev, and 
they did so in the name of national unity—not separatism.

Not so in Yugoslavia, where the Yugoslav National Army (JNA) had 
close historical connections with the Serbian Republic, and where there 
were territorially-based militias under the control of the various repub-
lics. This proved to be crucial, for as the federation began to come apart, 
these militias defended the majority ethnic groups in their Republics and 
“leaked” weaponry to their populations (Bunce 1999: 118–119). When the 
JNA lined up on the side of Serbia and the republic militias took the side 
of the other republics, the process of state dismemberment became lethal, 
and once violence was used against one ethnic group in one area, members 
of that group in other areas mobilized to defend themselves and politics 
itself became deadly.

We will turn to the dynamics of civil war in the next section. What is im-
portant to emphasize here is that the conflicts among the ethnic fractions of 
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the disintegrating Yugoslavia took different forms in different parts of the 
federation, some more lethal than others. While the Slovenian Republic’s 
establishment as an independent state was peaceful, and Macedonia escaped 
major violence, the multi-ethnic composition of Bosnia-Herzegovina, and 
the presence of a sizeable Serbian minority linked to Serbia led to a civil war 
and to a spiral of genocide.

Observe what we have been saying: While the “motivational fallacy” 
would trace the violence in the breakup of Yugoslavia to “ancestral ha-
treds,” and the “general law fallacy” would classify it into distinct 
forms—ethnic violence, civil wars, revolutions, etc.—what we see in 
the dismemberment of Yugoslavia is that power-seeking elites, aided 
by a divided military, used the opportunity structure provided by Yu-
goslav federal institutions to transform existing identities into politi-
cal ones. Whether what emerged was moderate nationalism, ethnic 
separatism, or outright genocide was the result of the interaction be-
tween these mechanisms and the social and political context of each 
republic.

CIVIL WAR

Civil war occurs when two or more distinct military organizations, at 
least one of them attached to the previously existing government, battle 
each other for control of major governmental means within a single 
regime (Collier and Hoeffler 2003; Fearon and Laitin 2003. We have al-
ready considered civil strife that raged in Yugoslavia as the federation 
imploded. As part of their effort to analyze and organize peaceful conflict 
resolution, Scandinavian scholars have made a specialty of cataloguing 
violent conflicts across the world. One group of them does annual tallies 
of major conflicts, counting as civil wars those armed conflicts between 
governments and other actors in which at least twenty-five people die 
during the year.

In 2003 alone, Scandinavia’s professional conflict spotters identified 
civil wars above their twenty-five-death threshold in Afghanistan, Alge-
ria, Burma/Myanmar, Burundi, Chechnya, Colombia, Iraq, Israel/Pales-
tine, Kashmir, Liberia, Nepal, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Turkey/
Kurdistan, and Uganda (Eriksson and Wallensteen 2004: 632–635). These 
cases range from regimes in which the major parties were fighting for con-
trol of a single national government (e.g., Nepal) to others in which at 
least one major party was seeking to escape entirely from a central gov-
ernment’s jurisdiction (e.g., the Philippines).
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Over the years since World War II, a remarkable change in the world’s 
armed conflicts, including civil wars, has occurred. For two centuries up to 
the end of that war, most large-scale lethal conflicts had pitted independ-
ent states against each other. Colonial conquests and anticolonial resist-
ance constitute the main exceptions to that rule. During the immediate 
postwar period, European colonial powers faced resistance and insurrec-
tion in many of their colonies. Colonial wars surged before subsiding 
during the 1970s. As the Cold War prevailed between the 1960s and 
1980s, great powers—especially the United States, the USSR, and the 
former colonial masters—frequently intervened in postcolonial civil wars 
such as those that ravaged Angola between 1975 and 2003 (Dunér 1985). 
But increasingly, civil wars without direct military intervention by third 
parties became the main sites of large-scale lethal conflict (Kaldor 2006; 
Tilly 2003: ch. 3).

American researchers working in the framework of the “Correlates of 
War” (COW) project divide armed conflicts since World War II into these 
categories:

t� Extrastate, which occurs between a state and a nonstate group outside 
its own territory, the most typical cases being colonial wars

t� Interstate, between two or more states
t� Civil Wars between the government of a state and internal opposition 

groups without intervention from other states

Table 8.1, drawn from the work of the “COW” scholars, shows trends in 
the three categories of conflict. The table shows extra-state wars declining 
after 1929; interstate wars fluctuating but never disappearing; and civil 
wars reaching their maximum from the 1970s through the 1990s, then 
declining after 2000. Soviet and Yugoslav disintegration contributed to 
the surge in the number of civil wars and the deaths they caused in the 
1990s (Beissinger 2002; Kaldor 1999).

Over the longer period since World War II, civil wars have concen-
trated in two kinds of regimes: (1) relatively high-capacity regimes, 
however democratic or undemocratic, containing significant zones 
that escape central control (of recent cases, Israel/Palestine, the India-
controlled part of Kashmir, Peru, Chechnya, the Philippines, Turkey, 
and Colombia); (2) low-capacity undemocratic regimes (the rest). In 
both sorts of regimes, armed opponents of central governments range 
from defenders of regional turfs to activists seeking the overthrow of 
central governments. They range from warlords and beleaguered peas-
ants, at one end, to outright secessionists or revolutionaries, at the 
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other. All along that continuum, however, they face the dual problems 
of high stakes and sustaining armed force.

In both types of regimes, furthermore, warlords and revolutionaries alike 
have the incentives and the means to create their own armed forces and 
mark out their own zones of territorial control. Arms are widely available on 
a worldwide clandestine market fed especially by distributors in the United 
States and the former Soviet bloc (Boutwell, Klare, and Reed 1995). Access 
to outside support (e.g., of Middle Eastern Islamic activists in Chechnya and 
of Congo-based militias in Burundi) and availability of high-value contra-
band (e.g., diamonds in Liberia and heroin in Afghanistan) makes arming all 
the easier. Civil wars, then, illustrate dramatically how the form of a regime 
generates a political opportunity structure, which in turn interacts with es-
tablished claim-making repertoires to shape the character of contentious 
politics. Sudan’s civil war and its aftermath illustrate these arguments and 
also how difficult it is to end violence after civil wars have ended.

Civil War in Sudan

The independent state of Sudan, due south of Egypt, long lived under 
Egyptian domination. It occupies the largest territory of any African state. 

Table 8.1 NUMBER OF WA R S OF DIFFER ENT T Y PES IN VOLV ING AT LE A ST 
A  THOUSA ND DE ATHS, BY DEC A DE, 1900 2007, A ND NUMBER 

A ND  PERCENTAGE OF TOTA L K ILLED IN CI V IL WA R S

Decade Extra-State  
Wars

Inter-State  
Wars

Civil  
Wars

Deaths in Civil  
Wars (N) %

1900–1909 16 18 11 45,330 18.7
1910–1919 9 43 25 963,460 9.7
1920–1929 9 4 22 175,100 68.2
1930–1939 4 25 12 992,335 14.4
1940–1949 6 31 13 1,393,357 10.2
1950–1959 6 29 12 63,351 6.2
1960–1969 2 22 35 189,265 15.0
1970–1979 7 30 53 350,428 70.4
1980–1989 2 10 40 280,334 17.4
1990–1999 2 33 71 150,628 44.4
2000–2007 18 10 26 42,115 58.8
Total 81 255 320 4,645,703 13.0

Data Source: COW Wars v4.0, 1816–2007; available at http://www.correlatesofwar.org/COW2%20
Data/WarData_NEW/WarList_NEW.html. Also see Meredith Sarkees and Frank Wayman, Resort to 
War, 1816-2007 (2010)
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Toward the Egyptian border on the north and the Red Sea coast on the 
northeast, the Sudanese population is increasingly Muslim in religion and 
Arab in self-identification. Toward the south and the west, higher and 
higher proportions speak sub-Saharan African languages, identify with 
black African tribes, and practice either Christianity or African regional 
religions. The central government, based in mainly Muslim and Arabic-
speaking Khartoum, exercises tight control over the Khartoum metropol-
itan area and the northeast, but it had an uncertain grip on the rest of the 
country. Few roads penetrate the poor and mainly agricultural southern 
and western regions.

Sudan’s politically troubled neighbors include not only Egypt but also 
the Central African Republic, Chad, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya, and Uganda. From independence in 1956 
to the strife-torn year of 2005, Sudan had suffered active civil wars during 
forty of its fifty postcolonial years. Many of those civil wars spilled over its 
boundaries into adjacent countries or sprang from conflicts already going 
on in those countries. During most of that half-century, military officers 
ran the regime but could not extend their control over the country’s entire 
territory.

Periodically, Sudan’s rulers called their regime Muslim and have tried to 
install Islamic principles as national law. They also monopolized substan-
tial revenues from oil exports and Red Sea commercial zones. Southerners 
and westerners repeatedly resisted both moves by armed force. With vary-
ing degrees of unity, warlord-led armies often effectively ran the south 
since independence. Under pressure from neighboring states and interna-
tional organizations, the central state seesawed between granting the 
south extensive autonomy and attempting to annihilate or co-opt its rebels.

After years of internal territorial and ethnic strife, fueled by the sub-
stantial oil deposits in disputed parts of the country, South Sudan voted 
to become a state in 2011 in a referendum with 98.3 percent voting for 
independence. The new state was quickly legitimated by the United Na-
tions, joined the African Union, and signed the Geneva Conventions. But 
after gaining independence, violence continued in South Sudan, between 
the President and a former aide, which expanded into inter-ethnic fight-
ing between the two main tribal groups, the Dinka and the Nuer, with 
Ugandan troops fighting on the side of the government. Since 2013, an 
estimated 1,700.000 people have been displaced by the fighting, which 
had not ceased as this book went to press.

Though it is also an ethnically and regionally divided country, Sudan 
differs from the Irish case we dealt with earlier, first because of the lure of 
oil within its soil, and second, because it is a low-capacity state in which 
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the contained forms of contention that led to a solution of the Northern 
Irish “Troubles” do not exist. This takes us to the broader phenomenon of 
revolutions, which are also more likely to occur in low-capacity regimes.

REVOLUTIONS

Revolutions, as we will soon see, share some properties with civil wars. 
But they also have their own distinctive dynamics. Let us define a revolu-
tion as a forcible transfer of power over a state in the course of which at 
least two distinct blocs of contenders make incompatible claims to control 
the state, and some significant portion of the population subject to the 
state’s jurisdiction acquiesces in the claims of each bloc.

A full revolution combines a revolutionary situation with a revolution-
ary outcome. A revolutionary situation involves a broad split in the regime, 
with each party controlling some substantial territory and/or instru-
ments of government. Clearly, we are talking about a matter of degree, 
about a continuum from no split at all to a split that completely divides the 
regime. A revolutionary outcome is different: an extensive transfer of power 
over the government, such that few of those who controlled it before now 
hold power. Once again we are dealing with a matter of degree, from no 
transfer to an utterly complete transfer. Figure 8.1 made that point by 
placing great revolutions in its upper right-hand corner: extensive split in 
the regime followed by a large transfer of power within the regime.

With those insights in mind, let us look more closely at revolutionary 
situations and revolutionary outcomes. Here are the components of a rev-
olutionary situation:

t� $POUFOEFST�PS�DPBMJUJPOT�PG�DPOUFOEFST�BEWBODJOH�FYDMVTJWF�DPNQFUJOH�
claims to control of the state or some segment of it. This component 
results from mobilization, which in turn often involves brokerage and 
boundary activation; it constitutes a revolutionary coalition.

t� $PNNJUNFOU�UP�UIPTF�DMBJNT�CZ�B�TJHOJmDBOU�TFHNFOU�PG�UIF�DJUJ[FOSZ��
Again, we regularly see mobilization at work, often accompanied by dif-
fusion, boundary activation, and external certification.

t� *ODBQBDJUZ�PS�VOXJMMJOHOFTT�PG�SVMFST�UP�TVQQSFTT�UIF�BMUFSOBUJWF�DPBMJ-
tion and/or commitment to its claims. This component involves ruler-
subject interaction, often with alliances forming between challengers 
and previous members of the regime. If all three elements occur to-
gether, this means that a significant split has emerged within a previ-
ously integrated regime.
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A revolutionary outcome has four components:

t� Defections of regime members: Although sometimes members simply flee 
from the threat of destruction, often they form new coalitions with 
segments of the revolutionary coalition.

t� Acquisition of armed force by revolutionary coalitions: Such coalitions can 
occur through external support, incorporation of previously separate 
dissident units, purchase, or mobilization of arms already under con-
trol of coalition participants.

t� Neutralization or defection of the regime’s armed force: At times the rank 
and file melt away as they see a superior force rising and their leaders 
dividing, but more often military leaders themselves take their units 
into neutrality or opposition.

t� Control of the state apparatus by members of revolutionary coalition: Rarely 
does this happen without some collaboration, however temporary, be-
tween revolutionaries and previously loyal agents of the threatened 
regime.

If all four elements occur together, a major transfer of power has trans-
formed the regime.

Across history, far more revolutionary situations—political splits that 
cut across whole regimes—have occurred than revolutionary outcomes. 
Nevertheless, revolutionary outcomes continue to occur in the contempo-
rary world. Dealing only with cases that he considers to qualify as major 
social revolutions since World War II, for example, Jeff Goodwin (2001: 4) 
mentions Vietnam, China, Bolivia, Cuba, Algeria, Ethiopia, Angola, Mo-
zambique, Cambodia, South Vietnam, Iran, Nicaragua, and Grenada. But 
if we extend the concept of revolution to include what many would con-
sider “political” revolutions, the number and extent of of the phenomenon 
increases enormously (Tilly 1993).

Revolution in Nicaragua

Nicaragua from 1961 to 1990 shows us the opening of a deep revolution-
ary situation, creation of a revolutionary outcome, prolonged civil war 
with uneven external support for both sides, and a settlement that re-
versed a significant portion of the revolution’s earlier power transfer. 
Whether we count Nicaragua’s experience as a “great revolution” therefore 
depends on the points in time we consider. Certainly the transformations 
of 1979–1980 undid much of the preceding Somoza regime’s corruption 
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and made significant moves toward socializing the national economy. At 
their height, the Sandinistas, who overthrew the Somozas, provided a 
model for revolutionaries across Latin America.

Let us apply the two checklists of revolutionary elements to Nicaragua. 
The checkoff for a revolutionary situation looks something like this:

Contenders advancing exclusive competing claims to control of the state: 
Formation of the Sandinista National Liberation Front (1961) 
identifies this element; it resulted from polarization, brokerage, 
and mobilization.

Commitment to those claims by a significant segment of the citizenry: 
Between the popular reaction to the government’s mishandling 
of the Managua earthquake (1972) and the assassination of 
Pedro Chamorro (1978), this process was clearly under way. More 
polarization accelerated this process, with diffusion, brokerage, 
attribution of similarity, and a resulting scale shift powerfully 
promoting it.

Incapacity or unwillingness of rulers to suppress the alternative coalition 
and/or commitment to its claims: President Jimmy Carter’s 1977 
decertification of the regime signaled the limits to previously 
enthusiastic US support for the Somoza regime, but the follow-
ing disintegration of the National Guard as it failed to suppress 
the government’s growing opposition capped that decertifica-
tion. Failed repression, signaling spirals concerning the govern-
ment’s vulnerability, and diffusion all contributed to this third 
element of a revolutionary situation.

Although the three elements of the revolutionary situation reinforced 
each other as they took shape, somewhat different sets of mechanisms 
and processes shaped each one of them.

What of the revolutionary outcome, considering the situation in 1979–
1980 as the maximum transfer of power from old regime to new? Here is 
the review:

Defection of regime members: Although a “group of twelve” promi-
nent Nicaraguans early repudiated the regime (1977) and soon 
fled into exile, after Chamorro’s assassination in 1978, we see 
massive defections by previous collaborators (however reluctant) 
with Somoza, many of whom moved actively into coalition with 
the Sandinistas. Defections accelerated as the National Guard 
vainly tried to restore its control with massive force. In this 
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regard, polarization and failed repression played major parts in 
producing one element of a revolutionary outcome.

Acquisition of armed force by revolutionary coalitions: After a disas-
trous defeat of their attempt to produce a mountain uprising in 
1967, the Sandinistas concentrated heavily on creating a clandes-
tine national military organization. They acquired some arms 
from outside with the help of their international supporters, 
bought or stole some from the National Guard, and assembled 
weapons already held by individual households, but created much 
of their insurrectionary military organization from scratch, in-
spired by models already known elsewhere in Latin America. Mo-
bilization and coordination were the dominant processes.

Neutralization or defection of the regime’s armed force: The Somoza 
regime provides a spectacular example of this element, as a once 
fearsome National Guard melted away. Failed repression and 
(now domestic) decertification figured importantly in the re-
gime’s loss of effective armed force.

Control of the state apparatus by members of the revolutionary coalition: 
In 1979, Anastasio Somoza’s flight on the collapse of his army 
and the defection of his erstwhile allies produced a double move-
ment, in which Sandinistas and their collaborators moved 
quickly into the principal centers of power and existing officials 
quickly transferred their allegiance to a revolutionary coalition 
now enlarged by the presence of non-Sandinista reformers. Do-
mestic decertification of the old regime and international certifi-
cation of the new one accelerated the turnover, but top-down 
coordination within the revolutionary coalition played the cen-
tral part.

Notice what we have been doing. The three elements of a revolutionary 
situation and the four elements of a revolutionary outcome are true by 
definition. When all are fulfilled, they simply tell us that a revolutionary 
situation has given way to a revolutionary outcome. Struggle has produced 
a significant transfer of power over the government, and a deep split 
within the regime has first opened and then closed. But distinguishing 
the seven elements greatly clarifies the work of explaining revolutions. It 
emphasizes that although the appearance of one element affects the ap-
pearance of the others, each element springs from a somewhat different 
set of causes—of mechanisms and processes.

The distinction also makes clear why revolutionary situations occur so 
much more frequently than revolutionary outcomes. Actually taking over 
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an existing government depends on even more demanding activities than 
opening a split within a regime. Among other things, the people who al-
ready run the government generally resist being thrown out; even Nicara-
gua’s hapless Somoza regime, after all, held on eighteen years after the 
Sandinistas’ launching and seven years after the disastrous Managua 
earthquake of 1972. Defections of regime members, acquisition of armed 
force, neutralization of a regime’s armed force, and control of a state appa-
ratus all involve momentous organizational activity, far surpassing the 
establishment of power at a regional base.

CONCLUSION

The ethnic-religious conflicts, civil wars, and revolutions examined in this 
chapter look like quite separate phenomena, a world apart from the poli-
tics of the social movements we encountered in chapter 7. Massacres and 
demonstrations have little in common, even if troops occasionally shoot 
down demonstrators. Social movement campaigns arise disproportion-
ately in open regimes, such as the United States, or in less open regimes in 
which cracks are appearing, such Poland in the 1980s. In contrast, the 
large-scale lethal conflicts analyzed in this chapter took place dispropor-
tionately in regimes that did not feature social movements, especially in 
low-capacity undemocratic regimes. Yet the chapter’s look at deadly  
ethnic-religious conflict, civil wars, and revolutions revealed great affini-
ties among them and substantial connections with less violent forms of 
contention.

The secret is no secret: Once we take the analysis to the level of mecha-
nisms and processes, we discover that similar causes and effects operate 
across the whole range of contentious politics, from viciously violent to 
pristinely peaceful. Much like the main subjects of chapter 7—Solidarity in 
Poland and the new women’s movement in the United States—Nicaragua’s 
Sandinista movement took hold through combinations of mobilization, 
brokerage, diffusion, certification, and boundary activation.

Of course, differences existed, but they were not idiosyncratic or unpre-
dictable. In all these cases, existing political opportunity structure inter-
acted with established repertoires to shape what sorts and degrees of con-
tention occurred within a given regime. In all these cases, the overall 
character of the regime (especially the capacity of its central government 
and its degree of democracy) strongly affected the location and the sheer 
possibility of contention.
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That summarizes the two main messages of our book so far: (1) similar 
mechanisms and processes operate across the whole range of contentious 
politics, and (2) existing opportunity structures and established reper-
toires shape the forms and degrees of contention. In mainly democratic 
regimes, the repertoire of contention leans toward peaceful forms of con-
tention that intersect regularly with representative institutions and pro-
duce social movement campaigns; in mainly authoritarian regimes, the 
repertoire leans toward lethal conflicts and tends to produce religious and 
ethnic strife, civil wars, and revolutions.

Two additional factors complicate the picture we have drawn. First, 
contention in national states does not operate in airtight boxes, if it ever 
did. Absent the opportunity of the breakup of the Soviet empire, Yugosla-
via might have hobbled along for decades with its semi-market economy 
and federal socialist system. Second, globalization and internationaliza-
tion have created interdependencies between states and peoples. Like the 
Ukrainian events with which we began this book, the Yugoslav conun-
drum eventually led to the intervention of foreign states and interna-
tional institutions. It is logical to ask how these interdependencies and 
interventions affect contentious politics. Chapter 9 takes us up to the 
present with an examination of the growing linkages between the global 
and the local in today’s contentious world.

NOTE

1. For the French legislation, see “French Lawmakers Vote for Sweeping Power to 
Spy on Citizens” at http://www.dw.de/french-lawmakers-vote-for-sweeping-
powers-to-spy-on-citizens/a-18430523. For the EU counter-terrorism plan, see 
Alan Travis, “European counter-terror plan involves blanket collection of 
passengers’data,” The Guardian Online, January 28, 2015. http://www. 
theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jan/28/european-commission-blanket- 
collection-passenger-data.
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